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SHEA R STRESS AT THE BASE OF A RIG ID LY RO TAT ING 
C IRQUE G L AC I E R 

By J. WEERTMAN 

(D epartment of Materials Science, Department of Geological Sciences and Materials Research 
Cen ter, Northwestern Univer ity, Evanston, Illinois 6020 1, U .S.A.) 

ABSTRACT. The value of the basal shear stress is derived for two-dimensional and th ree-dimensional 
cirque glaciers. It is assumed that a cirque glacie r moves primarily by a rigid-body ro tat ion over a bed of 
cylindrical or spheri ca l shap . In the region of maximum ice thickness the new value of the basal shear 
stress is onl y a bout one ha lf that derived from equations in common use in the literature. The new 
express ion for the basal shear stres of a cirque glacier is used to correct a data point in Pater on's recent 
compilation of measured sliding velocities and basal shear stresses of glaciers. 

R ESUM E . Cisaillement cl la base d'lIn glacier de cirqlle sllbissallt /IIze rotatioll a la malliere d'wz corps solide. La 
valeur de l'effort de cisa illement a la base est ca lculee pour des glaciers de eirques cons ider'es comme ayant 
2 dimensions et 3 dimensions. On admet qu' un glacier de ci rque se meut en premiere approxima tion 
comme un corps solide en rotation sur un li t de forme cylindrique ou spherique. Dans la region d 'epa isseur 
maximum d e la glace la nouvelle valeur de l'effort de cisai llement a la base est seulement d'environ la 
moitie de celui tire d es eq uations comm unement employees dans la litlerature. La nouvelle expression 
pour l'effort d e cisa illement a la base d'un glacier de cirq ue e t utilisee pour corriger une d onn ee d a ns une 
recente comp ila tion d e Pa terson de mesures de vitesses de glissement et d 'efforts de cisa illement a la base 
des glaciers. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . Sclzerspallllllllg am Grwzde eines starr rotierenden Kargletschers. Der Scherspannungswer t 
am G rund wird fur zwei- und dreidimcnsionale K argletscher abgeleitet. Es wurde a ngenommen, dass 
d ie Bewegung eines Karg letschers prima r der R ota tion eincs starren K iirpers uber ein zylindrisches oder 
spha risches Bett entspri ch t. Im Gebiet der griissten Eismachtigkeit ist der neue ' Verl fur die Scherspannung 
am G runde nur halb so gross wie der, den man m it in der Literatur gebrauchlichen G leichungen erhalt. 
Der neue Ausdruck fur die Grundscherspannung eines Kargletschers wird benutzt, u m einen bestimmten 
Werl in Paterson's neuerer Berechnung von gemessenen Gleitgeschwindigkeiten und Grundscherspann ungen 
von G letschern zu korrigieren . 

I. I NTR ODUCTION 

Paterson ( 1970) has examined the published data on the m easured slid ing velocity of 
glaciers. H e concluded that the existing da ta (seven measured sliding veloc ities and stresses 
listed in his table II and retabulated again in our Table I ) lend no support to our equation 
(\Veer tman, 1957, 1964) for the sliding velocity of a g lacier. 

H ere Ut> is the sliding velocity, B is a constant, S is a measure of the smoothness of the bed, 
T is the basal shear stress, I) ~ 4, and m ~ 2. 

Paterson was careful to point out that the data compiled in his tabl e II (and our Table I ) 
do nOL disprove Equation (1). \ Vith one except ion, the value of the smoothness S was not 
measured . Paterson cou ld only concl ude that if it is assumed that the beds of all the glaciers 
figuring in h is compilation have the same va lue of S, the data do not support a relation hip 
OfUb being proportional to T m. An observed failure of the relationship would not be surprising. 
For example, if S varies from glacier to glacier (or from one region of a g lacier to another 
region) over the relatively narrow range of a factor of 3 the sliding velocity predicted by 
Equation ( I) for a given stress varies over two order of magnitude. Obviously it is d ifficult 
to test Equation (I) without knowl edge of S. (Moreover, theoretical predictions have been 
made that an abundance of melt water at the ba e of a g lacier can change the slid ing velocity 
markedly. Equation ( I) takes no account of the effect of water flow at the bottom ofa glacier.) 

A p lot of Ub versus T, done with values from Paterson's paper, is shown in Figure I . (His 
paper con tained no such plot. ) The basal shear stress T was es timated by the well -known 
equation 

T = pgh sin IX 

3 ' 
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where p is the density of ice, g is the gravitational acceleration, h is the ice thickness, and cc is 
the slope of the upper ice surface. This equation is valid for a two-dimensional glacier in 
which the longitudinal stress varies slowly as function of distance down the length of the 
glacier. 

Figure I impressed me with the fact that only two of the data points really disagree 
strongly with the relationship in which Ub is proportional to 'T m for a constan t value of S. 
The most striking " anomalous" data point of Figure 1 (identified by an arrow) was obtained 
from Vesl-Skautbreen. This glacier is a small cirque glacier. Its measured sliding velocity, 
2.3 m a - I, is unusually small for the relatively large basal shear stress of 1.9 bar estimated 

40 
• 

30 • 

Fig . I. Plot q/'measllred sliding velocity versus shear stressfor data compiled by Paterson (I970) and listed again in Table [ . 
The arrow points to the datum point from Vesl-Skall tbreen . 

from Equation (2). An obvious question to ask is : Does Equation (2), when applied to a 
cirque glacier, seriously over-estimate the magnitude of the basal shear stress? 

One correction to Equation (2) already exists in the literature. It is the " hydraulic 
radius" correction for the transverse cross-section of a valley glacier (Nye, 1965). Equation 
(2) is changed to 

'T = Fpgh sin cc (3) 

where F is a correction factor. A typical value for F (Nye, 1965) is 0.7. (For a two-dimensional 
glacier F = r.) 

Unfortunately, the use of Equation (3) to correct 'T does not make the Vesl-Skautbreen 
data point any less unusual. All the stress values of the data points in Figure 2 are reduced 
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by roughly the same amount (30%) through the use of the correction factor F. If the Vesl
Skautbreen point is to be " fixed-up" , a correction factor must be found which is significant 
for cirque glaciers but unimportant for valley glaciers. 

The length of a cirque glacier is comparable to its maximum thickne s. This fact sugge ts 
that a " longitudinal hydraulic radius" correction to the basal shear stress might be made for 
cirque glaciers. I t is the purpose of this paper to derive thi second correction factor. 

2. BASAL SHEAR T R ESS OF C IRQ ·E GLACIERS 

The only cirque glacier whose movement a nd deformation have been investigated ex
tensively is Vesl-Skautbreen (M cCall , 1952, 1960; the various paper in the book edited by 
Lewis, 1960). The results obtained on this glacier how that relatively lit tl e differential 
deformation occurs within the ice mass. The glacier moves es entially by a rigid-body 
rotation over a bed of approx imately spherical shape. 

Fig. 2. ldeali:;ed cross-sectioll of a cirque glacier. 

Following M cCall , let us idealize a cirq ue glacier to be as shown in Figure 2. Let a two
dimensional cirque glacier rest on a bed of cylindrical shape and a three-dimensional cirque 
glacier on a bed of spherica l shape. The radius of curvature of the bed is taken to be R . 
Let R' be the distance from the center of the cylinder or sphere wh ich de cribes the bed to 
the center of gravity of the glacier. Let e be the angle between the ver tical and the direction 
of R'. For a two-dimensional glacier let <jJ be the angle ubtended by the glacier surface as 
shown in Figure 2. For a three-dimensional glacier let Q be the olid angle subtended. The 
total mass of a three-dimensional glacier or the ma s per unit length of a two-dim ensional 
glacier is taken to be equal to NI. 

Assume that a cirque glacier moves primaril y by a rigid body rotation about the center 
of the cylinder or sphere which describes its bed. The glacier must slide with approximately 
equal velocity at every point on its bed. The area of it bed is equal to R <jJ or R2Q. If T is 
the average shear stress acting across the bed , the work done during sliding when the glacier 
rotates through an angle se, and thus slides by a distance RS8, is TR2 <jJS8 or TR3QS8. This 
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change in energy must come from the decrease in gravitational energy. The change in 
gravitational energy is simply gMR' sin (J S(J. Equating the two energies gives 

T = (gM sin (J)(R ' /R)/(R~) 

for a two-dimensional glacier and 

T = (gM sin (J )(R' /R)/(R2Q) (5) 
for a three-dimensional glacier. 

When, as shown in Figure 2, the upper surface has a constant slope (the situation on 
Vesl-Skautbreen), the last two equations can be developed further. Let h be the maximum 
thickness of the glacier (see Figure 2) . The two-dimensional glacier has a mass per unit 
length equal to (pR2/2)( ~-sin ~) . The thickness h = R[I -cos( ~/2 ) ] and (J = ex. The 
ratio R' /R = [(4/3) sin3( ~/2 ) ] /( ~-sin ~) . Equation (4) reduces to 

T = [ (pglz sin a)(R' /R)( .p-sin .p) ] / [2~{r -cos ( .p/2 )}J. (6) 

When ~ is less than I , Equation (6) approximates 

T ~ (2/3)pgh sin ex (R' /R). 
For Vesl-Skautbreen ~ = 75.3° and thus R' /R = 0.876. Equation (6) reduces to 

T = (0.63) (R' /R) pglz sin ex = (0.55) pglz sin Cl 
when .p = 75.3 °. 

(8) 

A three-dimensional cirque glacier whose upper surface is planar and which makes a 
circular outline where the bed reaches the upper surface has a mass equal to (71ph2/3)(3R- h). 
The area of the bed in contact with ice is equal to 27TRh. Equa tion (5) reduces to 

T = (1/2)pglz sin Cl (R' /R) (R*/R) (9) 

where R*/R = I -(1z/3R) and R' /R = sin4( .p/2)/{4 [(2/3 - cos ( .p/2)+( I /3) cos3 ( .p/2)]}. 
The angle .p in this last expression is the angular opening of the cone which subtends the 
glacier surface and whose apex is at the center of the sphere whose surface is the bed. For 
Vesl-Skautbreen h = 50 m, R = 240 m, and ~ ~ 75.3°. Thus R*/R = 0.93 and R' jR = 0.86. 
Equation (g) reduces to 

T = 0.40 pgh sin ex (10) 

for these values of R*/R and R' /R. The stress given by Equation (10) is a factor 0.7 smaller 
than that given by Equation (8) . Thus the transverse hydraulic radius correction for a 
three-dimensional cirque glacier is a bou t the same as the correction found by ye for an 
ordinary valley glacier. 

The reader should note that, according to Equations (8) and (10), the basal shear stress 
under the thickest part of a cirque glacier has a value which is only about one-half that 
estimated from the equations in use in the literature (that is, from Equations (2) and (3)) . 
(Under the thinner parts the stress is larger than the value usually estimated .) 

3. ApPLICATION 

Table I contains the value (labeled : corrected value) of the basal shear stress for Vesl
Skautbreen estimated through the use of Equation (8). (The value of Iz given for this glacier 
in Table I actually is the maximum thickness of the glacier and can be used directly in 
Equation (8) .) 

In Figure 3 we have made a new plot of the sliding velocity Ub versus basal shear stress T 

in which the corrected value of Ub and T given in Table I are used. In Figure 3 and Table I 
we have added a sliding velocity value published since the completion of Paterson's paper. 
This slid ing velocity point is that of Shreve and Sharp (1970) . (It is an extrapolated value, 
as calculated by Paterson (private communication) in their Figure 6, from a depth of 100 m 
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TABLE 1. PATERSO N'S ( 1970) COMPILATION OF PUBLISHED MEASUREMENTS OF SURFACE VELOCITY, SLIDING VELOCITY, 
ICE THICKNESS, SURFACE SLOPE AND BASAL SHEAR STRESS WITH AN ADDED CORRECTION AND AN ADDITION 

Us lib h a 'T (SjSolt (SjSolt 
Glacier m a-I ma- I m d eg bar Riference 

\ 'esl-Skautbreen 2.6 2·3 50 25 1.9 McCall ( 1952 ) 
1.0 0.69 0.7 1 (co rrected value) 

Tuyuksu 4.2 2.8 52 9 0·7 0.89 0 .88 Vi lesov ( 1961 ); Borovinskiy and 
Makarevich ( 1959) 

Blue 6 .6 5.8 26 28 0 ·7 1.06 1.04 K amb and LaChapelle ( 1964) 
Athabasca 28.8 6·5 209 6·3 2.0 0 .64 0 .7 1 Savage and Paterson ( 1963) 
Grosser Aletschgle tscher 35 17·5 137 4.0 0.8 1. 3 1 1. 3 1 Gerrard and others ( 1952) 
Athabasca 38 .9 30 332 3·5 1.75 1.0 1 1.10 Savage and Paterson ( 1963) 
Salmon 78 34 490 2.0 1.4 1.16 1.24 Mathews ( 1959) 
Blue* 17 120 10 1.85 0.80 0 .87 hreve and Sharp ( 1970) 

* Not listed in Paterson 's table. 
t For line of Figure 3 wi th slope = 2 .03. 
! For line in Figure 3 with slope = 1.57 . 

to the depth of the bed which is 120 m. ) The value of'T in Figure 3 is estimated either by 
Equation (2) or by Equation (8) . I t would be desirable to have another plot in which 'T is 
estimated by either Equation (3) 01' Equation ( 10) . ot enough information exists to make 
this transverse hydraulic radius correction for a ll the shear stresses listed in Table L The 
transverse hydraulic radius correction factor F presumably would reduce most of the shear 
stresses listed in Table I by a pproximately 30% . Most of the data point given in Figure 3 
thus would be shifted to the left by roughly the same amoun t. 
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Fig. 3. Plot of measured sliding velociry versus shear stress for corrected data given ill Table 1. The straight lines are least
squares fits 10 the data points described in the text. 
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The two straight lines drawn through the data points in Figure 3 were fitted by the least
squares technique. In calculating these lines it was assumed that the data point from Athabasca 
Glacier for h = 209 m is anomalous. Therefore this point was ignored in the calculation . The 
line whose slope In is equal to 2.03 was calculated without the datum point of Shreve and 
Sharp ; the other line was calculated with this point. The equation describing the lines is 

Ub = Uo(7/70)rn ( 11 ) 

where Uo is always taken to equal [ m a- I. It is to be understood that 7 in Equation ( I I ) is 
ca lculated through use of either Equation (2) or (8) . The constant 70 = 0.332 bar for the 
line with slope In = 2.03 in Figure 3. The standard error (defined by equation (9), p . 1295 
of R ektorys, 1969) of the slope is equal to I. T 8 for this line. For the line of slope In = 1.57 
in Figure 3 the constant 7 0 = 0.256 bar and the error on In is equal to 0.929. S tuden t's t test 
of significance (R ektorys, [969, p. 1273) on the regression coefficient (which is equal to In ) 

gives t = I. 72 for the line of the slope In = 2.03 a nd t = 1.69 for the slope In = 1.57 when 
these lines a re compared to a slope In = o. Therefore, no significant relationship is found 
between sliding velocity and shear stress by this statistical test. (If the V esl-Skautbreen, 
Shreve and Sharp'S and the Athabasca Glacier h = 209 m data points are ignored the least
squares straight line fit gives for Equation (II ) Uo = 1 m a- I, 7 0 = 0.305 bar, and In = 2.13 
with a standard error for m of 0.79 and t = 2.69. A least-squares fit to all eight points of 
Figure 3 gives Uo = 1 m a - I, 70 = 0.140 bar, m = 1.05 ± 0.84 and t = 1.25 ; a least-squares 
fit to a ll points in Figure 1 gives Uo = I m a- ', 7 0 = 1.76 x 10- 3 bar, m = 0.33 ± 1.01 , and 
t = 0.33. ) 

The plot of the data shown in Figure 3 takes no account of the smoothness term S in 
Equation ( \ ) . With one exception this term is not known for the data points. One can look 
at the question of the value of S in the inverse sense. Suppose So is the smoothness defined 
such that when S = So a da ta point wi ll lie exactly on the least-squares straight line. Table I 
lists the value of the ratio S/So, calculated for p = 4, which is required to account for that 
fact each data point of Figure 3 does not lie exactly on the least-squares straight line. It can 
be seen that Equation ( \ ) can account for the value of all the data points of Figure 3 ifit is 
assumed that the ratio SISo varies from glacier to g lacier in the narrow range of 
0.64 ~ SISo ~ 1.31. 

The reader, of course, will form his own judgement on just how much suppor t the data 
plotted in Figure 3 and listed in Table I give to Equation (I). 
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